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Day School
Learners
5,290
Elementary
1,279
Full Day
Kindergarten
3,292
Secondary

Facilities
31
Elementary Schools
4
Combined Grade 712 Schools
3
Secondary Schools
1
Alternative School

Classroom
Staff

Support Staff

655.35
Teaching Staff

94.00
Support Staff to
Schools

44
Early Childhood
Educators
171.50
Educational
Assistants

97.38
School
Administration
34.75
Board
Administration
119.00
School Operations

Our Mission:
“To educate learners to their
fullest potential in preparation of
life-long learning.”
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Governance

Learning Enviroment

9
Trustees

51 ELK classes
8 SK/Grade 1 classes
FDK Classes

1
Student Trustee

21
Portables

194
Teaching Days

Our Mission:
“To educate learners to their fullest
potential in preparation of life-long
learning.”
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Board Profile
The Near North District School Board (NNDSB) is an English Public school board in Northern Ontario and
serves the ratepayers and students of the Districts of Nipissing and Parry Sound.
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School Entity
The school board is responsible for publicly-funded English Public elementary and secondary school
programming and also offers alternative and adult education options. Highlights of the system:













31 Elementary Schools (Junior Kindergarten to Grade 6 and Junior Kindergarten to Grade 8)
September 2014 saw the consolidation of Marshall Park and Tweedsmuir Public Schools into a newly
renovated Silver Birches Public School
In September 2015 William Beatty and Victory Public Schools will be consolidated into a new
constructed elementary school in Parry Sound – Parry Sound Public School Grade JK to Grade 6 with
the English Grade 7 and 8 students transitioning to Parry Sound High School
In September 2015 Grade 6 students from feeder schools of Land of Lakes (Sundridge Centennial,
South River, M.A.Wittick and Magnetawan) will remain at their home schools for Grade 7 with these
elementary facilities becoming Grade JK to 7; Land of Lakes will continue to house English Grade 8,
Extended French Grades 5 to 8 and Special Education classrooms for the 2015/2016 school year. In
2016/2017 Land of Lakes will undergo a significant retrofit in order to accommodate the
consolidation of M.A. Wittick to be effective September 2017 to become a JK to Grade 8 facility
with M.A. Wittick closing
4 Secondary Combined Schools (Grade 7 to 12) – FJ McElligott, Chippewa, Parry Sound and West
Ferris High Schools
3 Secondary Schools (Grade 9 to 12) – Almaguin, Northern and Widdifield High Schools
1 Alternative/ Adult Education facility – Laurentian Learning Centre + Rental Facilities to serve Adult
Learners in Parry Sound
Large jurisdiction serving communities as far as Mactier to the South, Sturgeon Falls to the West,
Mattawa to the East.
1,215.98 FTE of full and part-time staff
56% of area students attend English Public schools (as calculated from Ministry of Education School
Board Funding Projections for the 2015-2016 School Year, Spring 2015)
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ESSAGE FROM THE CFO

Message From the Senior
Administration
Dear Trustees,
Being cognizant of the Board’s directive to deliver a balanced budget, the budget being presented is a balanced budget.
It is time to re-invest in the Near North District School Board’s future, vision and strategic plans and to do so we must balance
our budget. In times of financial constraint and fiscal challenges due to ongoing deficits, eroding reserves, continuing declining
enrolment, continuing excess capacity and introduction of new funding reforms it is the time to right-size and balance. Monies
are shifting away from supporting under-utilized space as well as supporting declining enrolment. The Board must focus on
setting priorities and making strategic choices about how best to use resources. We must react to the current approach to
managing school space which is diverting significant funding to support under-utilized space which is fiscally unsustainable.
In order to balance the 2015/2016 Budget we must build on the reductions that were made during the 2014/2015 fiscal
year. In 2014/2015 Senior Administration reviewed in depth all of its program and departmental operational budgets to
identify savings through budget reductions without going to staffing reductions, where possible. Significant reductions were
made to the majority of operational budgets including program budgets. In order to recover the prior year deficit as well as
balance for 2015/2016 we need to look to other areas for reductions and recovery of dollars, including staffing compliments.
Senior Administration noted there were no other options available given the work of the past years and knowing that staffing
represents almost 80% of expenditures. There is no longer any low lying fruit for identifying such reductions and therefore
was necessary to review staffing compliments including the need to be strategic in thinking and creative, developing new
models of delivery of program and service levels. It is the hope that the number of layoffs can be minimized through attrition
of retirements and leaves.
This report is the culmination of many months of discussions, analysis, program review, and on-going deliberation of Senior
Administration. Continued enrolment decline, excess capacity of empty spaces in our facilities, an aging inventory of buildings
and the introduction of new funding models to make more efficient use of school space through introduction of three new
reforms, in addition to new reform for Special Education last year accompanied with a genuine desire to deliver the best
programming we can while aligning our resources and budget to the Near North District School Board’s Board Improvement
Plan for Student Achievement created conditions that were more than challenging and not easy to overcome. 2015/2016 will
see the introduction of additional new funding reforms to eliminate base and rural top-up funding for School Operations and
School Renewal, new allocation model to recognize three different types of schools in the School Foundation Grant, reduction
of the Declining Enrolment Grant with full implementation in 2015/2016 to more quickly react to declining enrolment as well
as adjustments to the Geographic Circumstances Grant with amended distance factors and phase out of the Rural and Small
Communities Allocation. The 2015/2016 new reforms will be phased in over a three year period and over that period will
represent a significant financial loss in funding to the Board.
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Senior Management continues to be committed to delivering the best programming to the students of the Near North District
School Board during these times of fiscal constraint, while being mindful of providing the best environments for their learning
needs and well-being. To do this, we have identified our priorities as being Student Achievement, promoting Well-Being,
ensuring Equity and Inclusion while being fiscally responsible in regard to use of resources.

Our focus continues to try to

protect the classroom and minimize the effects on students as much as possible.

In the current year, and in the preparation of this budget, we have used the concept of planning areas – which in essence
break out our revenues and associated expenditures into major categories of spending. This provides the public and our
budget holders with clear information on where we are spending our money.
We would like to draw your attention to page 28 of this report. There you will find a summary of the reductions that have
been identified and incorporated to achieve a balanced budget.
Finally, we would like to thank all for their budgetary submissions, input and consultations. This was a very difficult year
aligning expenditures with revenues, and although where possible we have incorporated into the budget, it was a year that
every budget submission was reviewed again, with reductions having had to be made or to keep budgets status quo from the
prior year.

If you ever have any specific questions to which you would like answers, please do not hesitate to contact Senior

Administration in order that we may be of assistance in answering any questions. Thank you for supporting the Near North
District School Board.
Respectfully Yours,
Jackie Young, Roz Bowness, Tim Graves, Jeff Hewitt, Amanda Meighan, Craig Myles and Liz Therrien
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Financial Summary
The Near North District School Board has presented a budget for the 2015-2016 school year that is a
compliant budget as per Ministry of Education and is a “balanced” budget

Revenues less
Expenditures
=

Revenues

Balanced
Budget

$141,734,696
Grants for Student Needs
Municipal Taxes
Ministry EPO Grants
OtherOtheGrants
Other
Ministry Grants
Tuition Fees
Other – Secondments
Other Boards
Miscellaneous

$94,071,537
42,566,578
1,031,452
346,009
2,635,177
589,182
148,709
346,052

Expenditures
$141,734,696
Operating
Capital

$132,482,830
9,251,866

The report that follows outlines the following as they pertain to the preparation of the budget:






Highlights of Ministry changes;
Planning Assumptions;
Challenges and Risks;
Future Outlook and
Budget Process

This report is meant to serve as an accompanying
reference to assist stakeholders in understanding the
contents of the budget as well as the process
followed by senior administration to prepare the
budget.
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Highlight of Changes
The Ministry of Education announced the Grants for Student Needs (GSN) on March 26, 2015. At that time,
the Ministry indicated that projected total funding for the education sector would be stable at $22.46 billion,
an average of $11,451 per pupil while building efficiencies into the funding model. The following items
highlight the changes applicable to this school board’s 2015-2016 Budget:
Labour










Keeping up with costs
All collective agreements expired August
31, 2014 and existing terms and
conditions of employment continue into
2015-2016
GSN funding for compensation and other
labour costs reflect current situation under
the statutory freeze
Delay in salary grid movement (known as
the “97 day” provisions) will continue
Boards to be provided funding necessary
to support the labour relations activities
of respective trustees’ associations
Statutory freeze carry-over into 20152016 will also apply including benefit
levels and practices, long-term disability,
maternity leave benefits, sick leave/shortterm disability plant and WSIB benefits
Continued reduction of benefit
benchmarks at 0.167% as part of the
phase-out of retirement gratuities

Capital Funding




Continued funding of School Condition
Improvement grant for renewal needs by
doubling of board allocations with 80%
of allocation required to direct to key
building components (foundations, roofs,
windows and systems such as HVAC and
plumbing) and remaining 20% to be used
to address any locally identified needs
Provide more capital funding to build
planning capacity where there is a need
to address under-utilized schools to
support school consolidations and rightsizing of school facilities








2.0% increase in transportation funding
as well as funding adjustments due to fuel
price changes
In 2010-11 the Ministry introduced a
constraint measure where Boards
absorbed 50% of transportation revenue
that was lost due to declining enrolment.
Continued support is provided at 100%
of the funding decrease from declining
enrolment
2.0% increase in non-staff portion of
School Operations allocation to assist
boards in managing commodity prices
(natural gas, facility insurance, and other
costs)
7.3% increase in electricity component of
School Operations Allocation

Other (Including Prior Year and New 2015-16 Reforms)




Reforms continue to the funding formula in
the areas of Special Education and
School Board Administration (financially
neutral (no new money) so redistributive
impact will be phased in over four-year
period); In Year 2 of 4-year reform
Phase-out of legacy High Needs Amount
per pupil amount, which will only be
funded at 50% and the transitional HNA
Stabilization support replaced with a new
HNA funding approach. Funding for
these changes over four years will be
repurposed and redistributed to increase
the portion of funding that is to be
allocated through both the HNA Measures
of Variability and Statistical Prediction
Model; In Year 2 of 4-year reform
9|Page
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2015-2016 is the second year of fouryear phase-in of School Board
Administration Funding with new model to
be fully implemented by 2017-2018
Revised accountability mechanisms for
some specific areas of GSN funding
including creation of new “envelope” to
monitor the amount of School Renewal
that can be spent on renewal activity that
is operating in nature
New accountability mechanisms for 20152016 include enveloping of Student
Achievement Allocations in the Learning
Opportunity Grant where Boards will be
required to report that they have spent
the total funding received from the six
allocations on programs and services
associated with improving student
achievement. As well the Ministry will be
introducing enhanced reporting
requirements for the Safe and Accepting
Schools Allocation
Measures related to the School Board
Efficiencies and Modernization strategy
to provide incentives and supports for
boards to make more efficient use of
school space including changes to (1) Topup funding and benchmarks under School
Facility Operations and Renewal Grant;
(2) the School Foundation Grant; (3) the
Geographic Circumstances Grant; and (4)
Declining Enrolment Grant. Three (3)
year phase-in where in 2015-2016 twothirds of funding will be generated under
old 2014-2015 model and one-third
under new 2015-2016 model
Year 1 of 3-year reform to completely
phase out Base Top-Up Funding by
2017-18 (current old model base top-up
funding maximized at 95% (formerly
100%) where for schools at or below
65% utilization, top-up funding reduced
to 10%; schools over 65% utilization
receive top-up funding at 15% to
maximum of 95%)
Elimination of Base Top-Up Funding, while
continuing to protect Enhanced Top-Up
Funding support for schools that are
isolate from other
Funding benchmarks for Facility
Operating Costs to increase to
$84.38/sq.m from $81.15/sq.m phased
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in over 3 year period
Three year phase in of new allocation
method for the School Foundation Grant
that provides funding for principals, viceprincipals, office support staff and
administrative supplies that will create
three tier funding based on distance, for
supported, distant and regular schools.
This method will shift away funding from
very small schools that are not isolated
(i.e. small urban schools) but will increase
funding by changing enrolment thresholds
for combined schools, resulting in
increased funding allocations
Three year phase in of new allocation for
Remote and Rural and Small Community
Allocation through change in distance
factors and phase out of Rural and Small
Communities Allocation
Beginning in 2015-2016 reduction of
Declining Enrolment Grant to encourage
boards to adjust more quickly to declining
enrolment
Salaries for all non-unionized staff
continue to be frozen
The government has identified the
development of a Community Hubs Policy
as a priority and has appointed an
individual to lead a province-wide
discussion
Release of New Pupil Accommodation
Review Guideline (PARG) and Community
Planning and Partnerships Guideline
(CPPG)
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Planning Assumptions
The Ministry of Education (The Ministry) governs the external requirements of the Board budget process. Since
so much of what the Board does is prescribed by regulation and or directive, there is little flexibility to carry
out initiatives that are important at a local level.
Certain external requirements include:
















Compliance with the Education Act and Public Sector Accounting Board standards;
Submission of a balanced budget, on time;
Achievement and maintenance of class size ratios;
Special Education Grant is limited to special education expenditures; Money received for special
education must be spent in this area or placed into deferred revenue (reserve) for future use ;
The (1) Literacy and Math Outside the School Day Allocation; (2) Student Success, Grade 7 to 12
Allocation; (3) the Grade 7 and 8 Literacy and Numeracy and Student Success Teachers; (4) School
Effectiveness Framework Allocation; (5) Ontario Focused Intervention Partnership (OFIP) Tutoring
Allocation, and (6) Specialist High Skills Major (SHSM) Allocation all contained as six (6) components
within the Learning Opportunity Grant are limited for use collectively on their respective programs;
Administration and governance expenditures are subject to Ministry compliance in that expenditures
must be equal to grant allocations and other revenue sources;
School Renewal Allocation is primarily limited to capital renewal expenditures;
School Condition Improvement Allocation is to be used for renewal expenditures that are capitalized
with 80% of allocation required to be directed to key building components and remaining 20% to be
used to address any locally identified needs;
Mental Health Leader Allocation is to be used to ensure that each board has at least one Mental
Health Leader;
New Teacher Induction Program (NTIP) funding is to be used for eligible NTIP expenditures which are
required to meet NTIP program requirements;
Targeted funds received must be used for the intended initiatives;
The separation of operating and capital funds; and
Reserves to a maximum amount of 1.0% of operating revenue can be used. Amounts beyond this must
receive Ministry approval

Board policies and guiding principles also direct the budget development process. Internal requirements
include:








All Ministry requirements must be met;
Where reductions are necessary, student impact and effects on classroom must be minimized;
A conservative enrolment projection should be used;
Ensuring compliance with Board Executive Limitation EL-6 – Budgeting and Financial Planning;
Alignment with Board Improvement Plan for Student Achievement;
Staff and student safety must not be compromised and;
The presented budget must be realistic and balanced
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Challenges and Risks
A school board’s budget contains inherent risks, challenges, and pressures. These are mitigated as much as
possible to ensure the presented budget is both realistic and achievable. Following are the known challenges
and risks as pertains to the 2015-2016 Budget:
Challenges















Excess capacity in elementary and
secondary schools and ability to sustain
current and future costs which are not
funded
Beginning of elimination of Base Top-Up
Funding for those elementary schools that
are at least within 10 km of each other or
a secondary facility as they will no longer
in two additional years receive any top-up
funding and will only be funded on actual
enrolment; for secondary facilities, those
facilities that are within 20 km of each
other will lose top-up funding by 2017-18
Beginning of elimination of Rural Top-Up
Funding for those elementary schools that
were formerly classified as “rural” as they
will no longer receive top-up funding by
2017-18 and will only be funded on actual
enrolment
Reduction of top-up grant allocations to
10% for those facilities that are at or
below 65% utilization now limited to twothirds of old funding method due to Year 1
of three year new incentive reform in
regard to under-utilized space
Aging infrastructure and inventory of
buildings
Inability to effectively and efficiently
manage excess capacity without further
right-sizing the Board’s capital foot-print
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities
Act (AODA) compliance and Ontario
Building Code requirements with regard to
making buildings accessible
Ministry reform of funding model for
Special Education (Year 2 of 4-year
reform)
Managing and supporting special needs of
students which are a significant percentage
of our student population with reformed
Special Education allocations

Risks















Enrolment projections may vary from actual
results
Utility costs are subject to pricing and weather
fluctuations (i.e. winters)
Escalating electricity costs and snow removal
costs
Costs associated with litigation
Current collective agreements for Ontario
Secondary School Teachers Federation (OSSTF),
Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario
(ETFO), Ontario Secondary School Teachers
Federation – EA/PSSP (OSSTF) and Canadian
Union of Public Employees (CUPE) agreements
all expire August 31, 2014
Current Terms & Conditions of Principals/VicePrincipals and all other groups expire August
31, 2014
The NNDSB has a total of seven (7) collective
agreements and five (5) sets of Terms &
Conditions
Risk of grievances and arbitrations
Supply teacher (short-term and long-term)
usage rates in light of last round of
Memorandums of Understanding and access to
11 sick days + additional 120 days sick leave
Risk of increased costs associated with SEB
claims
Budget very tight and restrictive which will make
it difficult to react to any adverse variance from
any of the above risks without incurring an inyear deficit
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Collective agreement restrictions
Labour framework changes
Managing enhanced SEB benefits
Controlling staffing costs (75.3% of
budget)
Declining enrolment – infrastructure does
not scale back at the same rate as
enrolment (and funding) decline
Balancing within available funds
Align funds received with Ministry and
Board priorities
Accurately projecting enrolment
Accurately projecting utility consumption
Need to recover prior year deficit

Some of the challenges and risks above merit
further explanation:
 Labour framework changes
Current sector collective agreements expire
August 31, 2014. Under the statutory freeze
provisions of the Ontario Labour Relations Act,
existing terms and conditions of employment in
the expired agreements will continue into the
2015-2016 school year, unless these terms
and conditions are specifically time-limited in
the collective agreement. Schools boards at
this point in time are uncertain as to what
current bargaining will look like for 2015-16.

Status quo provisions remain in the 2015-2016
Budget from the prior Memorandums of
Understanding with no further provisions made
in the current year budget. This will continue to
be a challenge with risk associated given the
current climate of the Province also with limited
resources
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 Declining enrolment
The Board receives 66% of its revenue from the Ministry
of Education, which is primarily driven by enrolment.
Elementary enrolment is slowly stabilizing but the prior
years of enrolment decline as seen in the elementary
panel has now moved into the secondary panel. The Board
decline is partially attributable to persons having smaller
families as well as the fact that families are moving out of
the Near North geographical area to attend school,
commence post-secondary employment and ultimately
start their families elsewhere.
Beginning in 2015-2016 there will be a reduction of the
Declining Enrolment Grant to encourage boards to adjust
more quickly to declining enrolment. Declining Enrolment
Adjustment Grant has decreased from $825,781 to
$382,263 for 2015-2016, representing a decrease of
$443,518. It is of importance to note that the Ministry has
been providing funding for declining enrolment for over
10 years now and cannot continue to do so.
 Managing special needs of students
The Board has historically experienced a shortfall with
respect to special education funding compared to student
needs. As opposed to saying we overspend, we are only
serving the needs of our student population and in doing
so we are actually underfunded to serve those needs.
Although the Near North’s student population is decreasing
along with provincial grants, special needs of students are
not decreasing, in fact they are increasing. With full
implementation of Kindergarten now in place, these young
learners are identifying additional supports that are
needed in light of not being identified at these young
ages. In 2015-2016 the Board will be in its second year
of four-year reform where Ministry has begun to phaseout both the legacy HNA per-pupil amounts and the
transitional HNA Stabilization support which will be
replaced with a new HNA funding approach. The HNA
allocations will be phased-out over the next four years,
with a 50% phase-out in 2015-2016.
The HNA
allocations will be replaced through both HNA Measures
of Variability Amount (MOV) and the Special Education
Statistical Prediction Model (SESPM).
This funding
approach is intended to reflect the variation among
boards with respect to students with special education
needs and the ability of boards to meet those needs.
Staff will need to monitor and be responsive to this

HOW DOES
SCHOOL FUNDING
SUPPORT MY
CHILD’S EDUCATION?
The answer to that question is
important to everyone –
government, taxpayers, school
boards and schools, employers
and communities, and most of
all, parents and students.
Education funding is complex.
Many parents, may have
questions about how Ontario
schools are funded,
how funding decisions are
made, and how those decisions
support your child’s
achievement in school.
The Ministry has developed a
guide which offers
straightforward answers.
It was developed as part of
their commitment to give
parents an informed and active
voice in education.
To view the Guide to the
Grants for Students Needs,
please visit:
https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/
funding/1516/2015GSNguideE
N.pdf
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implementation over the next two remaining years.
For 2015-16 for the Near North District School Board this represented a decrease in funding for HNA in
the amount of $312,937 (note however that the HNA allocation is also subject to decline in enrolment).
Overall when comparing funding received in prior year within the GSN for Special Education, Special
Education grants have declined $613,065. In order to best serve our students, individuals’ needs are
assessed and supports are put into place that focuses on Individual Education Plans and abilities.
If the past year as well as 2015-2016 Special Education allocation is any indication of the next two years
of transitioning to new reform of how Special Education is funded, this will become an extreme challenge
for the Board to sustain the supports that are currently in place and best serve the special needs of our
students.
 Excess Capacity
It is becoming ever more evident that the NNDSB will not be able to continue to sustain current and future
costs associated with facilities where increasing excess capacity in both its elementary and secondary
facilities is not funded, especially given the new reforms introduced 2015-16. The Ministry is now taking
a measured and phased approach in regard to incenting Boards to make more efficient use of school
spaces while at the same time providing more support for Supported Schools. In 2014-15, for those
schools that were not rural or supported schools, urban schools, funding had been reduced for School
Operations and School Renewal as schools that are at or below 65% utilization would see base top-up
funding limited to a maximum of 95% of a school’s capacity as well as see top-up funding reduced to
10% from 15%. In 2015-2016 new reforms have been introduced by the Ministry to incent Boards to
address their excess capacity. These new reforms include changes to (1) Top-up funding and benchmarks
under School Facility Operations and Renewal Grant; and (2) the Geographic Circumstances Grant.
2015-2016 sees the beginning of the elimination of Base Top-Up Funding and the phase in of Enhanced
Top-Up Funding. For 2015-2016 these top-up funding allocations will be based two-thirds under the old
model of funding and one-third under the new reform funding model. The old model will continue to fund
at 2/3 for 2015-2016 top-up funding at 10% for those schools that are at or below 65% capacity and
at 15% up to a maximum of 95% for those schools that are above 65% capacity. For those schools that
are
identified
as
“rural”
or
“supported
under the old model, although they will continue to be funded at 100% of their On-the-Ground (OTG)
capacity, they will be subject to receiving this top-up funding allocation based on two-thirds under the old
model and 1/3 under the new reform funding model. The remaining 1/3 of funding for 2015-2016 will
be based on the new reform model where those schools that are at least 10 km or more away from each
other or another secondary facility for elementary and 20 km or more away from each other for
secondary will be deemed “eligible” schools which will receive Enhanced Top-Up Funding. However under
the new reform model if schools are within 10 km of each other or another secondary facility for
elementary or are within 20 km of each other for secondary top-up funding will be eliminated. This
represents a significant loss of funding for the Near North District School Board for School Operations and
School Renewal funding.
Within the School Operations Allocation for 2015-2016, total top-up funding projected to be received
will be in the amount of $2,930,349 as compared to $3,690,636 in 2014-2015 Revised Estimates,
representing a significant decrease in the amount of $760,287. Likewise within the School Renewal
Allocation for 2015-2016, total top-up funding projected to be received will be in the amount of
$469,629 as compared to $504,524 in 2014-2015 Revised Estimates, a decrease of $34,895. For the
NNDSB this will continue to represent a challenge now and into the future and will create a challenge of
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the Board’s inability to effectively and efficiently manage its excess capacity without further right-sizing
the Board’s capital foot-print. Other challenges will be in regard to the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA) compliance and Ontario Building Code requirements with regard to making
buildings accessible, for example retrofitting a washroom to be accessible.

 School Foundation Grant Reform
Three year phase in of new allocation method for the School Foundation Grant that provides funding for
principals, vice-principals, office support staff and administrative supplies will create three tier funding
based on distance, for supported, distant and regular schools. A Supported School is defined as an
elementary school where the next closest elementary school is at least 20 km away or a secondary or
combined school where the next closest secondary or combined school is at least 45 km away. Distant
School is defined as an elementary school that does not meet the criteria for a “supported” school where
the next closest elementary school is at least 10 km away or a secondary or combined school that does
not meet the criteria of a “supported” school where the next closest secondary/combined school is at least
20 km away. A Regular School is defined as a school which does not meet the criteria for a “supported”
or “distant” school. This method will shift away funding from very small schools that are not isolated (i.e.
small urban schools), but will increase funding by changing enrolment thresholds for combined schools. At
the same time, investments will be realized in schools that are larger, remote or combined (that serve both
elementary and secondary students). Combined schools, regardless of whether they are supported,
distant or regular will receive funding for one additional full-time equivalent principal at a threshold of at
least 350 students, rather than previous threshold of more than 300 elementary and more than 500
students.
Given the Near North District School Board does have combined facilities where enrolment is over the 350
student threshold, the board will begin to see an increase in funding for additional principals in combined
facilities as the Board transitions to the new funding reform. In Year 1 of the 3-year reform, the Near
North District School Board will see an increase in overall funding within the School Foundation Allocation
of approximately $160,000.
 Remote and Rural and Small Community Allocation Reform
Three year phase in of new allocation for Remote and Rural and Small Community Allocation through
change in distance factors and phase out of Rural and Small Communities Allocation.
The distance factor will now be measured from the Board office, instead of the geographic centre of the
Board to Toronto. Further note that distance is measured to the nearest city of at least 200,000 based
on 2011 Census data which has the effects of adding Brampton, Kitchener, Mississauga, Markham or
Vaughan to the list of urban centres. This had the effect of changing distance amount used in Remote and
Rural Allocation from 332 km to 313 km which reduced this allocation by $56,683 during the first year of
three year phase in to new model of reform. Total transition to new funding reform will result in overall
loss of grants of approximately $170,051.
A decision was also made to phase out the Rural and Small Communities Allocation as part of a balanced
overall package of change. Accordingly, the Rural and Small Communities Allocation will be subject to
phase out over a three year period with one-third of this funding phased out in 2015-2016 which
translates to loss of 1/3 of funding in the amount of $33,286 for the Board.
 Utility costs are subject to pricing fluctuations
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The Board recognizes that projecting utilities is difficult and because of this, employs a conservative
approach in budget development. However, both utility price fluctuations and the weather patterns make
this a perennial area of risk for the Board, which was clearly evident based on the winter that the
Province of Ontario experienced in 2013-2014. 2014-2015 winter saw one of the coldest winters on
record for the month of February 2015 in the Province of Ontario. Predictions for escalating electricity
costs will also continue to be a concern for the Near North District School Board.
 Enrolment projections vary from actual results
Given the historical decline in enrolment that the Board has experienced over time, accompanied with
secondary enrolment negative variances experienced in the past, administration continues to take a very
conservative approach in projecting enrolment for budgetary purposes. Given that the 34-credit cap was
only implemented on September 1, 2013 this continues to be a challenge for 2015-2016 given the Board
does not have the history of the effects of the 34-credit cap on enrolment.
 Balancing within available funds
Senior administration has been successful in arriving at a budget that is compliant and “balanced” this
year making smart and effective reductions while trying to minimize any impact on the classroom. In
order to arrive at a budget that is balanced that will not require any draw from Accumulated Surplus,
reductions will need to be made which will have an impact on the classroom but there are very few areas
left on which to impose reductions to reach a balanced budget. All areas have been intensely reviewed
by Senior Administration this year. Budgets are becoming very constrained and restrictive with little
flexibility which will make it that much more difficult to react to any adverse conditions that may present
themselves in 2015-2016.
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Future Outlook
As communicated previously, it is time to re-invest in the Near North District School Board’s future, vision and
strategic plans and to do so we must not only balance our budget this year but anticipate to do so in future
years. In times of fiscal constraint and fiscal challenges due to past deficits which have eroded
reserves/Accumulated Surpluses, continuing declining enrolment, continuing excess capacity and the
introduction of new funding reforms as well as past year funding reforms, it is the time to right-size and
balance. Monies are shifting away from supporting under-utilized space as well as supporting declining
enrolment. The Board must focus on setting priorities and making strategic decisions about how best to use its
resources. On a go forward basis, it is critical that the Near North District School Board manage its finances
carefully and with due attention to the challenges and risks identified in this report.
From a revenue perspective, declining enrolment will need to be managed with care as many of the funding
benchmarks are a function of enrolment.
Added to declining enrolment is the fact that the Board has excess capacity in many of its facilities resulting in
excess capacity that is not funded that does have an impact on expenditures. Current and future capital
repairs are a major issue facing the Near North District School Board. The Board’s inventory of facilities is
aging with many of its facilities having lived past their expected useful lives. The expected useful life of a
building is approximately 40 years which would mean buildings constructed in 1975 or earlier have
exceeded their expected useful lives. In the NNDSB’s inventory of facilities, 22 of its 31 elementary facilities
were built in 1975 or earlier. It is becoming ever more evident that the NNDSB will not be able to continue to
sustain future costs associated with facilities where excess capacity in both its elementary and secondary
facilities is not funded. The Ministry is now taking a measured and phased approach in regard to incenting
Boards to make more efficient use of school spaces while at the same time providing more support for
Supported Schools and even Combined Schools. For the NNDSB this will continue to represent a challenge
now and into the future and will create a challenge of the Board’s inability to effectively and efficiently
manage its excess capacity without further right-sizing the Board’s capital foot-print. The Ministry has
introduced a Capital Planning Capacity (CPC) Program which is intended to build school board capacity,
particularly in areas where there is the need to address underutilized schools. As a result of school boards
indicating that there was a need for additional capital planning resources, especially in school boards such as
the NNDSB where there is a lack of planning staff and limited human resources to undertake some of the
processes necessary to make more efficient use of school spaces, CPC funds will now be available over a
four-year period to allow boards to undertake the work that is now necessary to “right-size” their capital
footprints and to address their excess capacity. This funding does essentially align with the introduction of the
new reforms also to deal with excess capacity.
Upon analysis of the GSN for 2015-16, it has become clearly evident due to the significant loss of funding
not only this year but over the next three years with the introductions of new funding reforms to address
excess capacity, that we must react to the current approach to managing school space which is diverting
significant funding to support under-utilized space which is fiscally unsustainable. The Ministry has introduced
the new reforms over a period of three years in order for Boards to react to the financial impacts of these
reforms. Given the timeframe in which to react to these new reforms, it will be a very difficult task to do so as
these new reforms will be fully implemented by the 2017-18 school year and it is estimated based on
financial data of 2015-16 that the Near North District School Board is projected to lose funding of
approximately $2.2 million by 2017-18 just on these new reforms alone. This does not take into account
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funding decreases that will result from declining enrolment and Special Education reforms which will also see
full implementation by 2017-18.
This is due to the fact that Top-up grants have not only eroded over the past couple of years but are now
subject to full elimination by 2017-18 for those schools that had previously received regular top-up or rural
top-up funding. Previously, schools used to receive an additional 20% of their OTG (On-the Ground
Capacity) for school operations and school renewal in the form of top-up grant allocations. This has since
eroded from 20% to 18% to 15% to 10% for those non-rural, non-supported schools that are at or below
65% utilization. If a school was not a Rural or Supported School it is only funded for school operations and
school renewal based on Pupils of the Board + an additional 10% of top-up grants up to a maximum of
95%. However this is the old model of funding. With the new reforms that have been introduced this old
model of funding will now be phased out over the next three years with 2015-16 being Year 1 of the three
year reform will full implementation to be in place by 2017-18. It is clearly evident that having significant
excess capacity in areas where elementary schools are within 10 km of another elementary or secondary
facility or where secondary schools are within 20 km of another secondary facility is not sustainable. The
Board can no longer afford to keep all of its facilities open and continue to pay the operating costs when it is
not receiving funding to pay for such expenditures.
With the elimination of base and rural top-up funding, accompanied with new distance criteria for Enhanced
Funding, there are significant financial impacts when full implementation arrives in 2017-18 as well as the
individual years of each year of the three year reform. It will be critical for the new reforms to be taken into
consideration when developing the Board’s Long-Range Capital Plan as the Board will now need to react to
these reforms.
The 2014-15 and 2015-16 school years will continue to be challenging on the labour front given all collective
agreements have expired August 31, 2014. This will continue to be a challenge with risk associated given
the current climate of the Province with limited resources and deficit budget and the fact that collective
agreements will be subject to net-zero increases in areas of compensation.
The Board will continue to review and refine the Special Education delivery model to ensure that student
needs are being met although this will become a challenging task in light of continuing reform to Special
Education Funding dependent on the implications of the re-design of the HNA funding model. A Special
Education Review has been completed and has assisted staff with earlier identification of students with special
needs who will be entering the system. With full implementation of Early Learning Kindergarten now in
place, these young learners are identifying additional supports that are needed in light of not being
identified at these young ages. It will become increasingly difficult to maintain the effective delivery of
services that the Board currently has with Special Education grants undergoing reform to a new HNA funding
approach. It is important that the Special Education funding model demonstrates that it is taking into account
the growing number of special education students in our schools as many school boards across the province
continue to struggle with under-funding of special education needs.
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Budget Process
The preparation of the 2015-2016 Budget is the responsibility of Board management. It has been prepared
in compliance with applicable legislation, Canadian generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
established by the Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB) of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
(CICA) and as per internal Board policies and procedures.
The Board must take into consideration any changes proposed by the Ministry, which will be reflected through
Ministry of Education legislation of the Grant for Student Needs (GSN). These typically become known
through the release of GSN commencing with Ministry Webcast followed by release of numerous documents
issued by the Ministry of Education including but not limited to various memos and the 2014-15 Technical
Paper and actual legislation.

•Enrolment projection process
begins with original
projections completed and
circulated for consultation
and signoff with principals
•Principal input on efficiencies
•In depth staffing review
•Revenue planning
•Preliminary planning of
expenditures and programs
•Ministry announcement of
funds - March 26, 2015

November March

April - May
•Ongoing staffing process
•Enrolment projections
completed and frozen for
budget
•Reductions identified
•Budget workshops commence
•Final Revenues &
expenditures detemined
through EFIS (EFIS available
April 13, 2015)

•Presentation of budget to
Trustees
•Approved budget filed
with Ministry
•Rollout and integration of
budget into BAS2000
accounting system for new
2015-2016 school year

May - July

The Budget process began with the development of 2015-2016 Budget Process Timelines – Roles and
Responsibilities Document which was developed November 3, 2014. Senior Administration started the Budget
Process at the beginning of November 2014 and has committed all Executive Council time since January 5th,
2015 to this one agenda item. The current administrative team is a very diverse and cohesive group that
believes in collaboration, challenging and questioning one another, honesty and doing the right thing. This
team has had the necessary dialogues that needed to be had realizing that we can no longer sustain the
status quo.
The Ministry requires the Board to distinguish between the operating and capital budgets since the funding
they provide is from different branches of the Ministry. The budget process encompasses many months of time
and generally follows this timeline.
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The operating budget development requires input and decision-making from many budget holders. The
staffing component is the largest part of the operating budget and requires the most attention to ensure
compliance with pupil-teacher ratios and collective agreement formulas.
The capital budget development process is less intensive than the operating budget. There are fewer budget
holders involved in its development and it is comprised of known and approved activities. The distinct
components to the capital budget are long term debt, capital projects, accessing School Renewal and School
Condition Improvement grants as well as other capital acquisitions such as computers and technology
acquisition, accessing minor tangible capital asset funding. Further details and descriptions regarding the
capital components can be found in Appendix VI.
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Enrolment
The Board’s projected day school enrolment for
2015-2016 is expected to be 9,861. This is a
decrease of 126 full time students over 20142015 Revised Estimates projected enrolment.
Enrolment is a key driver for Ministry grants, but
the costs of running the Board do not decline at the
same rate as the funding. This makes for difficult
decision-making when the budget needs to be
pared back.

Enrolment
Junior Kindergarten
Senior Kindergarten
Grades 1-3
Grades 4-8
Total Elementary
Grades 9-12
Total Enrolment
Other Pupils (Tuition)
Total Enrolment

12,000
11,000
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

2014/2015
Estimates

2014/15 Rev.
Estimates

573
630
1,922
3,251
6,376
3,194
9,570
215
9,785

623
618
1,962
3,323
6,526
3,245
9,771
216
9,987

Elementary

Secondary

2015/2016
Year over
Estimates Year Change
617
643
1,910
3,296
6,466
3,178
9,644
217
9,861

(6)
25
(52)
(27)
(60)
(67)
(127)
1
(126)

% Change
(0.96%)
4.04%
(2.65%)
(0.81%)
(0.91%)
(2.06%)
(1.29%)
0.46%
(1.26%)
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Revenues
The Board is financially dependent upon the
Ministry of Education for funding.
Local
governments, through property tax collections,
provide cash flow to school boards. When a
Board determines its total grants for the year the
cash flow component of the total grants is received
through local taxation payments and monthly
transfer payments from the Ministry of Education.
Other revenue sources for the Near North District
School Board are tuition fee revenue, cost sharing
revenue for shared facilities, secondment revenue,
external EPO grants and grants from other
Ministries for such programs as English as a Second
Language, Adult Basic Literacy and Ontario Youth
Apprenticeship program.

145.0

140.0

135.0
2012-2013
Actual

2013-2014
Actual

2014-2015
Revised
Estimates

2015-2016
Estimates

The Boards’ total estimated funding for the 20152016 school budget year is $141,734,696 as
compared to $143,546,468 for 2014-2015
(Revised Estimates).

Funding Source
Grants for Student Needs (GSN)
Targeted Grants – External Grants
Local Taxation
Tuition Fees
Other Revenue
Total Revenue

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates
94,925,761
2,128,552
42,272,507
2,606,420
1,613,228
143,546,468

2015/2016
Estimates

Year Over Year
Change

%
Change

94,071,537
1,377,461
42,566,578
2,635,177
1,083,943
141,734,696

(854,224)
(751,091)
294,071
28,757
(529,285)
(1,811,772)

(0.89%)
(35.28%)
0.69%
1.10%
(32.80%)
(1.26%)

The following highlight the year over year changes:

Grants for Student Needs (GSN)
Reforms to the funding formula in the areas of TopUp Funding and Enhanced Top-Up Funding for School
Operations and School Renewal Grants, School
Foundation Grant, Remote and Rural and Small
Communities Allocations as well as Declining
Enrolment Adjustment Grant are new to GSN for
2015-2016.
The Ministry will provide increases to Board funding
in response to increasing costs for utilities,
transportation, and maintenance.

Targeted Grants
Targeted Grants include non-recurring provincial
funding for specified initiatives. Targeted grants
include various external EPO grants from the Ministry
of Education and other Ministries including Ministry of
Universities and Colleges and Ministry of Citizenship
and Immigration.
The decrease in the year over year grant is
attributed primarily to the fact that in the current
year only the portion of EPO grants that are for
staffing are currently recognized at the moment in
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The decrease in GSN is primarily attributable to
decline in enrolment, decline in Special Education
funding as now in Year 2 of 4-year new reform
introduced last year as well as starting in 2015-16
new reforms have been introduced to incent boards
to deal with their excess capacity resulting in the
phasing out of top-up allocations and phasing in of
new funding model which will see the elimination of
base top-up funding and rural top-up funding by
2017-18. The Declining Enrolment Adjustment
Allocation has also decreased in 2015-16.

Local Taxation
Local taxation is expected to remain consistent, as in
prior years.
The funds received through taxation efforts are
based upon residential and commercial direction of
support to the English Public school system, assessment
values, and property taxation rates set by the
Ministry of Finance.

both revenues and expenditures. The Board has
received confirmation that total EPO funding upon
preparing budget will be $1,889,983 as compared
to $2,128,552 this time last year.
Refer to Appendix IV: Targeted Grants for detailed
listing of Targeted Grants.

Other Revenue
Other revenue is comprised primarily of revenues
from other school boards for shared facilities, rental
revenues, secondment revenues for staff on
secondment to Ministries and other miscellaneous
income including administration fees and reversal of
liability that no longer represents a financial
obligation for payment to the Board
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Expenditures

145.0

The Board plans expenditures based upon:





Legislative requirements;
Contractual requirements such as collective
agreements and service contracts;
The Board Improvement Plan for Student
Achievement; and,
Known needs of the system.

The Board’s total estimated expenditures for the
2015-2016 school budget year is $141,734,696
as compared to $143,970,833 for 2014-2015
(Revised Estimates).

Planning Area
Instruction
School Operations
Capital and Debt
Transportation
Board Administration
Other Non-Operating
Total Expenditure

Expenditure Type
Salaries and benefits
Capital and debt
School Operations
Student transportation
Supplies and Services
Fees and contractual
Rental Expense
Other Non-Operating
Staff development
Total Expenditure

140.0

135.0

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

106,285,116
14,588,478
8,002,972
10,817,105
4,205,787
1,115,572
145,015,030

104,279,181
14,251,657
8,520,519
10,736,718
4,059,976
1,791,650
143,639,701

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates
108,657,437
8,948,383
6,469,326
10,955,324
5,341,905
1,228,157
556,915
583,502
1,229,884
143,970,833

2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016
Actual
Actual
Revised
Estimates
Estimates

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates
104,481,993
14,779,209
8,948,383
10,955,324
4,300,722
505,202
143,970,833

2015/2016
Estimates
102,743,278
14,114,615
9,251,866
10,894,384
4,237,351
493,202
141,734,696

2015/2016
Estimates

Year Over Year
Change

% Change

106,692,183
9,251,866
6,391,059
10,894,384
5,343,842
1,272,058
729,695
581,952
577,657
141,734,696

(1,965,254)
303,483
(78,267)
(60,940)
1,937
43,901
172,780
(1,550)
(652,227)
(2,236,137)

(1.80%)
3.39%
(1.20%)
(0.55%)
0.03%
3.57%
31.02%
(0.26%)
(53.03%)
(1.55%)
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3.8%
4.5%

0.9%

0.5%

0.4%

0.4%

Salaries and benefits
Capital and debt incl. Amortization

7.7%

School Operations
6.5%

Student transportation

Supplies and Services
Fees and Contractual Services
Rental Expense
75.3%

Other Non-Operating
Staff development

Although the challenges cited previously made this budget difficult to balance, the Budget for 2015-16 is
balanced between revenues and expenditures, requiring no draw on its Accumulated Surplus this year.
Given that 75.3% of the Board’s budget is salaries and benefits determined by Ministry ratios, collective
agreements, legislative compliance and student needs, there is not a lot of room for reduction in discretionary
spending. Other significant areas of expenditures are Capital and Debt, School Operations and
Transportation.
Senior Administration has identified and incorporated the following reductions to achieve a “balanced”
budget this year:












Teaching staffing reductions related to enrolment
decline and school consolidations (William Beatty
and Victory consolidated into newly constructed
Parry Sound Public School)
Elimination of shared late busing within the City of
North Bay for high schools as not cost effective for
service received
Reduction in instructional budgets at same rate as
decline in enrolment
Almaguin field ready-to-use for September 2015
Elimination of Director search funding
Elimination of Business Administrative replacement
cost budget
Savings realized due to decreases in insurance
premiums
Centralization of rental income to offset facility use
costs
Reduction in staffing in PSSP expenditure envelope











Non-replacement of two vacancies
created due to attrition at principal
staffing level
Elimination of interim FTE viceprincipal staffing allocation at North
Bay JK to 6 school as was for
transitioning purposes for one year
only
Reduction of six teaching sections at
five high schools
Savings of vice-principal allowances
due to reconfiguration of viceprincipal positions at five secondary
high schools (no change in FTE)
Reduction in Teaching and Learning
Coaches at school level
Partial reduction of Teacher for
Deaf & Blind as currently vacant
position
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as migrate to new delivery model for servicing
students with needs as well as partial reduction in
clerical support






Reduction in school operations
staffing including a lead allowance
Reduction in library support
personnel
Reduction in school office support
personnel at secondary panel

Additions (Re-Investments):






Investment in language to grow program (area of
growth – addition of one teacher for West Nipissing
Language Pilot Program)
Due to reduction in Classroom Computers annual
budget as a result of CODE Technology and
Learning EPO funding for 2015/2016 able to reinvest savings back into programming which was
reduced in 2014/2015
Investment in family of schools Vice-Principals to
support instructional leadership at the school level to
foster growth in 21st century teaching and learning
pedagogies as outlined in the NNDSDB Board
Improvement Plan
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Accumulated Surplus
Composition of Accumulated Surplus as of August 31, 2014 audited year-end is as follows:

Operating Surplus

$2,399,786

School Renewal

589,805

Registered Charity

560,778

Committed Capital Projects – Laurentian Learning Centre

683,654

Committed Capital Projects – Alliance

59,604

Committed Capital Projects – Chippewa

125,130

FJM2020 Project

135,534

Almaguin Highlands Secondary School
TOTAL ACCUMULATED SURPLUS – AUGUST 31, 2014

(5,363)
$4,548,928

An Accumulated Surplus account of a District School Board has many components including amounts that have
been internally restricted or committed for capital project purposes. Although these amounts are still part of a
Board’s Accumulated Surplus, given they have been earmarked for other purposes they are essentially not
available to the Board.
The Board’s current structure of Accumulated Surplus is as follows:
Operating Accumulated Surplus – August 31, 2014
Less: 2014-2015 Approved Use of Accumulated Surplus to balance Budget (Planned
deficit of $424,365 less amortization expense of $130,460 on Committed Capital
Projects already encumbered)
Operating Accumulated Surplus (Unencumbered)

$2,399,786
(293,905)

$2,105,881

Committed Accumulated Surplus:
School Renewal

589,805

Near North District School Board Charity Works

560,778

Committed for Capital Projects

868,099

TOTAL ACCUMULATED SURPLUS – May 10, 2015

$4,124,563
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The current deficit as reported in 2014-2015 Revised Estimates was in the amount of $424,365. Throughout
the 2014-2015 school year senior administration have been monitoring cost savings and reductions, where
possible, that can be realized to minimize the deficit. Although such savings could have been realized to
offset the in-year deficit it is becoming apparent that any such savings may be needed to offset an
anticipated shortfall in supply costs.
Any use of Accumulated Surplus must be approved by the Board of Trustees and in some cases, the Ministry
prior to use. Given the budget being presented is “balanced” there will not be any requirement this year to
draw upon Accumulated Surplus.
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Staffing

1,300

Staff
Enrolment

10,500
10,400

Staffing is the largest expenditure of the Board
comprised of 75.3% of the overall budget.

1,280

10,300
10,200

1,260

Staffing for all positions is the responsibility of
Human Resource Department and Superintendent
of Support Services. The greatest challenge is
controlling costs while ensuring Ministry ratios and
collective agreement clauses are maintained.
The Board’s total estimated expenditure on
salaries and benefits for the 2015-2016 school
budget year is $106,692,183 as compared to
$108,657,437 for 2014-2015 (Revised
Estimates).

Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
Teachers – Elementary
Teachers – Secondary
Teachers – Section 23 Classes
Educational Assistants
Early Childhood Educators
Total Classroom
PSSP Support Staff (Professional)
PSSP Support Staff – IT
School Administration
Library and CSC Services
Board Administration
School Operations and Facilities
Coordinators & Curriculum
Total

10,100
1,240

10,000
9,900

1,220

9,800

Staff

1,200

Enrolment

9,700
9,600

1,180

9,500

2012

2013

2014

2015

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

427.70
272.80
14.00
173.50
21.00
909.00
42.60
20.00
105.80
21.00
35.80
132.10
17.50
1,283.80

424.30
246.40
14.00
171.50
32.00
888.20
41.00
19.20
103.30
20.00
40.60
123.80
16.50
1,252.60

429.00
238.30
14.00
171.50
44.00
896.80
41.00
17.00
101.18
19.00
34.75
128.50
16.50
1,254.73

410.80
230.55
14.00
171.50
44.00
870.85
37.50
17.00
97.38
17.00
34.75
119.00
22.50
1,215.98

Change
(18.20)
(7.75)
(25.95)
(3.50)
(3.80)
(2.00)
(9.50)
6.00
(38.75)
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PSSP Support Staff are comprised of psychometrists, psychological associate, speech and language
pathologists, communicative disorder assistants, attendance counselors, child development counselors, behavior
counselors and clerical support staff. Included in PSSP staffing is a Mental Health Lead as funding is provided
for this position through Learning Opportunity Grant with the expectation that every school board have one
Mental Health Lead position.
School Administration (staff physically assigned to a school facility) is comprised of principals, vice-principals
and secretaries.
Board Administration is comprised of Director & Supervisory Officers including a secondment, Executive
Officer which is funded externally, Executive Assistants, Finance Department staff, Human Resource
Department staff, IT Department staff and custodial staff for non-instructional building. The Superintendents
of Student Success and School Effectiveness Framework are funded within the Learning Opportunities Grant
Allocation of the GSN which is specifically enveloped for these student achievement positions.
School operations and facilities (Plant Department) is comprised of administrative staff, facility and
maintenance supervisors and elementary and secondary custodians and maintenance staff. The Board does
have on staff a Project Manager which is costed to Capital Construction projects.
Coordinators and Curriculum staff include 5.50 positions which are funded with external grant monies. Also
included in this envelope are two seconded positions with Ministry as well as Principal of Special Education,
Principal of Library, Literacy & Numeracy, Principal of Secondary Curriculum, Section 23 Liaison, IB
Coordinator, Central Vice-Principals of Teaching and Learning and secretarial support. Note that principals or
vice-principals that are not directly assigned to a school facility are not costed to the Principal envelope but
to coordinator envelope per Ministry guidelines.
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Comparative
Expenditure
Summary
Summary of
Revenues and
Expenditures
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Comparative Expenditure
Summary
Refer to addendum Appendix XI – Comparative Expenditure Summary.
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Summary of Revenues and
Expenditures
Refer to addendum Appendix XII – Summary of Revenues and Expenditures. .
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Capital and Debt

Administration

Transportation

School
Operations
Instructional
Services
Special
Educaton
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Capital & Debt
The capital budget is comprised of:
 Interest on long term debt (OFA)
 Depreciation of capital assets
Long Term Debt
The Board has certain debt obligations due to
construction of assets. The Ministry assumed all
Board debt in 2010 which means that interest costs
for supported projects are fully funded.
Although it is anticipated that the Board will
participate in the March 2016 OFA (Ontario
Financing Authority) request for the debenturing of
debt to finance remaining Good Places to Learn
expenditures as well as to long-term finance
capital costs associated with the construction of
Parry Sound Public School, it is not known at this
point in time the principal and interest amounts that
will be financed. Accordingly, the 2015-2016
Budget only contains known interest payments for
existing obligations.
Capital Asset Additions
The Board must calculate depreciation on all
capital assets. The table below outlines the major
planned capital additions for 2015-2016. The
majority of projects are Ministry approved and
funded directly. Computers and maintenance
equipment are funded through operating dollars
of Minor Tangible Capital Asset funding and
School Renewal & School Condition Improvement
funding allocations.

new construction of Parry Sound Elementary School
which will see the consolidation of William Beatty
and Victory Public Schools into a newly constructed
JK to Grade 6 facility in Parry Sound (September
2015); new construction at former Pinewood site in
North Bay for future consolidation of Dr.
MacDougall, King George and J.W. Trusler
(scheduled for September 2016); retrofit monies
for Silver Birches for consolidation of Marshall
Park and Tweedsmuir Public Schools as well as
significant monies for accommodation of Full Day
Kindergarten.
During the last round of Capital Priorities
submissions made under the new School
Consolidation Capital Program (SCC), the Board is
again thankful to the Ministry of Education for
securing additional Capital Funding for new
construction of a JK to Grade 12 facility in Parry
Sound which will see the consolidation of Parry
Sound High School, McDougall and Nobel as well
as significant retrofit monies at Land of Lakes to
become as JK to Grade 8 school which will
consolidate Land of Lakes and M.A. Wittick.
The Ministry also continues to provide funding for
the renewal of facilities through School Renewal
and School Condition Improvement (SCI) grants.
For 2015-2016, funding for SCI will double the
amounts which were allocated to school boards
with NNDSB receiving $4,707,203.
9,400,000.0
9,200,000.0
9,000,000.0
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8,600,000.0
8,400,000.0
8,200,000.0
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7,400,000.0
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Capital Funding
As a result of conducting Accommodation Review
Processes the NNDSB has been approved for
several capital construction projects which the
Board is thankful to have received funding from
the Ministry of Education. The Board has been the
recipient of Capital funding from the Ministry for
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The Board has recently conducted and completed
four (4) Accommodation Review Processes since
2011. For the future, a systemic Capital Plan will
need to be developed in order that the Board be
able to continue to perform accommodation
reviews in order to address its excess capacity and
to ensure Board optimization of facilities due to
enrolment decline and building conditions. This is
becoming critically important given the financial
impacts that the Board will see over the next three
years with the implementation of new Ministry
reforms to incent Boards to address excess space
in school facilities, especially with the 100%
elimination of top-up funding for regular and rural
schools which will be fully implemented by 201718. This represents a potential loss of funding for
the NNDSB of $2,396,072 in School Operations
and School Renewal funding by 2017-18.

The Board has currently developed a Capital
Committee that has begun to lay out a Long-Range
Capital Plan for the NNNDS’s future.
The Ministry has introduced a Capital Planning
Capacity (CPC) Program which is intended to build
school board capacity, particularly in areas where
there is the need to address underutilized schools.
As a result of school boards indicating that there
was a need for additional capital planning
resources, especially in school boards such as the
NNDSB where there is a lack of planning staff and
limited human resources to undertake some of the
processes necessary to make more efficient use of
school spaces, CPC funds will now be available
over a four-year period to allow boards to
undertake the work that is now necessary to “rightsize” their capital footprints and to address their
excess capacity. In the 2014-15 school year, the
NNDSB was the recipient of $170,200 of funding
under the CPC Program.

Parry Sound Elementary School (Ministry Funding)
North Bay new Build (former Pinewood site) (Ministry Funding)
Silver Birches renovation due to school consolidation (Ministry Funding)
Parry Sound Combined School (Ministry Funding)
Land of Lakes Major Retrofit (Ministry Funding)
Full Day Kindergarten projects (Total Ministry Funding)
School Condition Improvement (Ministry Funding)
School Renewal Allocation (Ministry GSN Funding)
Minor Tangible Capital Asset Acquisitions- Technological Additions

Amount $
15,072,291
12,515,198
1,674,949
27,614,897
1,932,399
5,114,480
4,707,203
2,122,322
200,000
$70,953,739

Accommodation Review Processes Conducted:
1. Recognizing the effectiveness of consolidating senior elementary schools into existing high schools, in
September 2012 Grade 7 and 8 students from Mattawa Public School were relocated to FJ
McElligott to more effectively utilize existing secondary school space while providing more enhanced
learning opportunities and learning environments for students. This decision of the Board was due to
the excess capacity created at FJ McElligott as a result of students from coterminous Board moving
into new facility in the Town of Mattawa.
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2. ARC # 1 included the area of West Ferris in the city of North Bay directly affecting Marshall Park
Public School, Tweedsmuir Public School, Silver Birches and West Ferris Secondary School. This
Accommodation Review resulted in the consolidation of Marshall and Tweedsmuir public schools into
retrofitted Silver Birches to accommodate JK-6. In September 2012 the Grade 7 and 8 students from
Silver Birches were relocated to West Ferris Secondary School which is now a 7-12 facility. In
September 2014, Marshall Park and Tweedsmuir closed with the students from these two (2) facilities
now housed in a significantly renovated Silver Birches Public School.
3. ARC # 2 included the North and West ends of the City of North Bay and included Dr. MacDougall,
King George and J.W. Trusler public schools. This Accommodation Review resulted in the
recommendation adopted by the Board that these three schools be consolidated into a new build on
the former Pinewood Public School site conditional upon the NNDSB receiving approval of its Capital
Priorities submission. The NNDSB was successful in its Capital Priorities submission and received
funding from the Ministry of Education to fund the construction of the new facility. Construction of this
new JK to Grade 6 facility is now underway with construction scheduled to be completed for
occupancy in September 2016.
4. ARC # 3 was in the Town of Parry Sound and surrounding area and included Nobel and McDougall
Public schools and Parry Sound High School. The preferred option of the Board was to move Grade
7 and 8 students from Nobel and McDougall to Parry Sound High School, close Nobel with the
remaining JK to Grade 6 students moving to McDougall. However, as a result of the Accommodation
Review process the recommendation brought to the Board from the Accommodation Review Committee
was approved by the Board. The recommendation was to consolidate Nobel, McDougall and Parry
Sound High School into a new build to create a JK-12 facility conditional upon approval of Capital
Priorities submission. The NNDSB was successful in its Capital Priorities submission under the new
School Consolidation Capital (SCC) program and has received funding from the Ministry of Education
to fund construction of this new JK to Grade 12 facility. A site is still to be determined at this time.
Once a site is determined it will be necessary to estimate site costs in order to approach Ministry of
Education to fund site acquisition costs.
5. ARC # 4 saw the Accommodation Review Process along the corridor of Hwy 11 South and Hwy 124
involving Land of Lakes, MA Wittick, Almaguin Secondary School and Magnetawan Public School. The
preferred option of the Board was to move Grade 7 and 8 students from Land of Lakes to Almaguin
Highlands Secondary School, consolidate MA Wittick into Land of Lakes closing MA Wittick, and close
Magnetawan and accommodate the JK-6 students to most appropriate facility. The ARC Committee
recommendation to the Board which was approved by the Board was that the Board close M.A.
Wittick Public School and move JK-6 students to a refurbished Land of Lakes School, keep
Magnetawan Central School open and send Land of Lakes Public School Grade 7-8 students back to
their home schools. French Immersion students from Grades 5-8 would continue to attend the new
Land of Lakes Public School. The NNDSB was successful in its Capital Priorities submission under the
SCC Capital funding program and has received funding from the Ministry of Education to fund a
significant retrofit of Land of Lakes to become a JK to Grade 8 facility which will see the
consolidation of Land of Lakes and M.A. Wittick students potentially scheduled for September 2017.
Effective September 2015 the Grade 6 students from feeder schools of South River, Sundridge
Centennial, M.A. Wittick and Magnetawan that would have normally moved onto Land of Lakes will
remain at their feeder schools which will become JK to Grade 7 facilities in 2015-2016. For 20152016 Land of Lakes will house Grade 8 English students, Grade 5 to Grade 8 French Immersion and
Special Education classes for the final year prior to construction which will occur during the 20162017 school year.
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Overview of Recent Completed ARCs
NORTH
6.BAY CONSOLIDATIONS

7.
8.
9.
10.

King George
CLOSING

New K-6 School
at Pinewood

J.W. Trusler

Chippewa 7-12
(Dual Track
Immersion)

COSING

Under Construction

Dr. MacDougall
Annual detailed Capital and Debt expenditures can be found in Appendix VII.
CLOSING

Marshall Park

NORTH BAY CONSOLIDATIONS

CLOSED

Silver Birches K6

Tweedsmuir

West Ferris 7-12

CLOSED

Move Completed

Silver Birches 7-8
CLOSED

PARRY SOUND CONSOLIDATIONS

Victory

New School K-6

CLOSING

Parry Sound Consolidation

Under Construction

William Beatty
Parry Sound
High School 712

CLOSING

Nobel

CLOSING
CLOSING

New School K12

MacDougall
CLOSING

Funding Approved

EAST PARRY SOUND CONSOLIDATIONS

M.A. Wittick K-6
CLOSING

Land of Lakes 5-8
CLOSING

Land of Lakes
K-8
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School Renewal Projects
Below is proposed listing of School Renewal Projects:
School:

Project:

EW Norman
FJ McElligott
Humphrey

Replace PA system
Brick repairs to address spalling
Window replacements;
Brick repairs to address significant spalling; and
HVAC – replace seven roof top fan units
Window replacements – South end
Roof replacement – North section and gym
Foundation repairs and water proofing to
address water infiltration issues in basement
Roof replacement – Two-story section
Brick repairs to address spalling
Flooring replacements – Atrium and office area
Roofing – re-shingle entire roof
Brick repairs to address spalling
HVAC – replace 37 exhaust fans
Site – Paving of parking lot as well as roadways
to complex and shops; and
Study to review Auditorium brick spalling issues
Painting
Accessibility
Asbestos/Mold abatement
Window coverings

Laurentian Learning Centre
Magnetawan
MT Davidson
Northern Secondary
South Shore
Sundridge Centennial
West Ferris Secondary
Various Schools
Various Schools
Various Schools
Various Schools
TOTAL

Estimated Tender
Amount:

$2,180,000

The allocation for School Renewal establishes the minimum that each board must spend on these components.
This restriction is intended to ensure that boards dedicate the resources provided for major repairs for the
creation and renewal of safe and functional schools where students can learn. Total School Renewal Grant
Allocation for 2015-16 is $2,406,179.
As of 2014-15 and going forward an increase in the amount of School Renewal funding directed towards
operating expenses, under this allocation, will be limited to an additional 5% of each board’s historical three
year average amount spent on operating. This is to ensure that part of this funding continues to be used for
depreciable type expenses. $283,857 of School Renewal funding allocation will be utilized for operational
Repairs and Maintenance leaving the remaining $2,122,322 for Capital Projects for School Renewal.
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School Condition Improvement
Projects
Below is proposed listing of School Condition Improvement Projects:
School:

Project:

Argyle
Chippewa Secondary

HVAC – replace gym, library/classroom air handling units
HVAC – replace auditorium roof top unit and gym ventilator
units and controls; and
Fire alarm system and device replacement
HVAC – replace gym, shop, library and office air handling
units; and
Electrical distribution and panel replacements
Window replacements – South end and classrooms and gym
Window replacements south side and courtyard; and
HVAC – replace unit ventilators, fin tube radiation, electric
base boards office area and air conditioning unit
HVAC – replacement of 11 roof top exhaust fans
HVAC – replace gym roof top unit
Windows/Exterior door replacements; and
HVAC – replace classroom and library unit ventilators and
gym unit
Final phase roof replacement west end section; and
HVAC – final phase roof top unit replacements
HVAC – replace classroom, gym, corridor and office areas
unit and cabinet heaters
Roof replacement, gym and cafeteria sections; and
Replacement of 32 roof top exhaust fans
Roof replacement, gym and cafeteria sections; and
HVAC – replace computer lab and gym units
Energy Audits

FJ McElligott
Mactier
Mapleridge
Mattawa
Silver Birches
South River
Northern Secondary
Whitestone
Widdifield Secondary
WJ Fricker
Various Schools
TOTAL

Estimated
Tender Amount:

$4,273,000

Total School Condition Improvement (SCI) Funding Allocation for 2015-16 is $4,707,203.
SCI Funding is targeted towards identified major renewal needs. School boards are restricted to use 80% of
SCI funding to address major building components (for example, foundations, roofs, windows) and systems
(for example, HVAC and plumbing). Boards have the ability to use this portion of funding to address renewal
needs at schools that have not yet been assessed as well as to address any building components/systems that
have deteriorated since the date of the facility inspections. School boards will further be allowed to use the
remaining 20% of their SCI funding to address any locally-identified renewal needs that are listed in TCPS
(Total Capital Planning System).
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Administration
Board Administration is comprised of staffing and
departmental costs for the following areas:






Director and Superintendents;
Finance Department;
Human Resources Department;
Information Technology Department; and
Trustees

Most of this grant was previously based on
enrolment. Due that our infrastructure requirements
do not change in response to enrolment changes,
managing spending within funding is a challenging
task. This is further compounded by increased
external reporting, compliance with legislation and
transparency initiatives as well as implementation
of provincial memorandums of understanding that
have resulted in additional workload and
bureaucracy for staff.
In 2010, the School Board Administration and
Governance Advisory Group (BAAG) was
established to develop a new funding model for
school board administration. The new model is to
replace the largely enrolment-based allocations
with an approach that better reflects the key cost
drivers and cost structures of school boards. In
developing this new model the Ministry sought to
achieve a balance between the priorities of
achieving greater efficiency and ensuring that
school boards have the resources they need to
fulfill their administrative responsibilities. The
Ministry began to implement this new allocation
model commencing in 2014-2015. In recognition
of the need for an adequate period of adjustment,
the Ministry will be implementing the new model
over a four-year period.
2015-16 represents
Year 2 of the 4-year reform. The new funding
allocation moves to a model of funding board
administration by new core functions of Director of
Education, Senior Administration, Director’s Office
Support Staff, Human Resources, Finance, Payroll,
Purchasing/Procurement, Administration and Other
Supports, Information Technology and non-staff
operational components.

While the funding is generated for each of these
ten core functions, the funding school boards
receive is not enveloped and boards are not
required to match expenditures to funding by core
function.
For the NNDSB this represents a decrease in
funding for the 2015-2016 school year of $8,763
as compared to funding provided in the 20142015 Revised Estimates.

Board Administration

5,000,000.0

Director & SO's

Trustees

4,500,000.0
4,000,000.0
3,500,000.0
3,000,000.0
2,500,000.0
2,000,000.0
1,500,000.0
1,000,000.0
500,000.0
0.0
20122013
Actual

20132014
Actual

2014- 20152015
2016
Revised Estimates
Estimates

The new funding reform for Business Administration
ensures that school boards have the resources they
need to fulfill their administrative responsibilities.
At
the
supervisory
level
administrative
responsibilities include system oversight and
responsibility for such portfolios as Elementary,
Secondary, Adult and Continuing Education
Program
including
Student
Effectiveness
Framework, Student Success, Student Achievement
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and
Board
Improvement
Plan,
Finance,
Transportation, Litigation, Insurance, Safe &
Accepting Schools, Information and Education
Technology, School Facility Operations, Capital
Projects and Capital Construction, Human
Resources and Labor Relations including
negotiations, Health & Safety, Early Learning and
Childcare, Parent Involvement, Accessibility, and so
forth.
At the Business Administration level
administrative responsibilities include recruitment,
compensation, labour relations, performance
management, benefits, learning and development,
attendance management, staffing allocations,
budgeting and planning, accounting, financial
reporting and analysis, treasury management, nongrant revenue/receivables, transaction processing,
payroll, determining purchasing needs, selecting
suppliers, ensuring compliance with procurement
directives and other legislation, communications,
community and government relations, office
services, infrastructure services, application support
and design and desktop support, and so forth.
Within the new funding model is additional monies
in the form of Reporting Entity Project Allocation in
the amount of $64,517 to ensure that all financial
information required for consolidation purposes
into the Province’s financial statements is accurately
collected, prepared and reported which has
resulted in increased financial reporting including
March reporting cycle corresponding with the
Government’s fiscal year end, a specified audit
procedure that ensures the accuracy of financial
information reported, the requirement for Boards
to track and report investments in major tangible
capital assets to the Province, and the
implementation of the Government’s transfers
accounting standards. In addition, the Province is
providing $43,316 of funding necessary to
support the labour relations activities of their
respective Trustees’ Associations to be used solely
for the purpose of labour relations activities to

pay for costs relating to staffing positions for
central negotiations, as well as travel and
accommodation and other related responsibilities.
Under this allocation model, school boards will
continue to have the flexibility to allocate a
portion of certain GSN grants and other non-GSN
revenue sources to support business administration
expenses.
There is an enveloping provision that exists within
the School Board Administration and Governance
Grant which requires that a Board’s net
administration and governance expenses in a fiscal
year do not exceed the administration and
governance limit. This ensures that funds are not
diverted from the classroom to support
administrative initiatives. The expectation is that
school boards are in compliance with the
enveloping provision.
The Ministry will be
reviewing board compliance with this limit.
Annual detailed Administrative expenditures can
be found in Appendix VIII.
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Transportation
Nipissing-Parry Sound Student Transportation
Services (NPSSTS) Consortium
NPSSTS is the jointly operated transportation
consortium between the Board and its three coterminus Boards. The consortium is responsible for
safely transporting students who qualify for
transportation within the jurisdiction of the Near
North District School Board, to and from school.
Budget composition

11,000,000.0
10,950,000.0
10,900,000.0
10,850,000.0
10,800,000.0
10,750,000.0
10,700,000.0
10,650,000.0
10,600,000.0

The budget for transportation is developed by the
consortium and approved by its Board of
Directors.
Included in the budget provided by the consortium
are the following:





Staffing salaries and benefits
Overhead costs
Rental costs
Operator costs

For the 2015-2016 Estimates as well as 2014-15
Revised Estimates, costs associated with fuel
escalation funding and expenses are included in
cost estimates (2015-16 - $155,000 and 2014-15
Revised Estimates $215,000) as well as additional
revenues associated with inclement weather days.
Changes and challenges
Since 2003, the consortium has worked diligently
to reduce costs for all boards, while maintaining
consistent service levels. Through various initiatives,
the NPSSTS has achieved significant savings since
its inception through the realization of routing
efficiencies.
In past years, the Consortium
continually assessed routing efficiencies to ensure
cost targets were met and savings were achieved.
This is becoming more difficult given there are not
much more efficiencies to be realized through
routes.

Although contracts with bus and taxi operators
expired in 2014; in May 2013 NPSSTS was able
to negotiate a two-year contract (2014-15 and
2015-16) plus two optional year extensions
(2016-17 and 2017-18) which will provide
stability to allow NPSSTS to concentrate its efforts
on policy and efficiency reviews.
The NNDSB has also reviewed its transportation
policies to identify efficiencies that will assist the
Board in managing its transportation costs. In
2013-2014 the Board has modified its
transportation policies with regard to out-of-zone
eligibility for elementary students and day care
policies with the expectation that students need to
attend the schools they are zoned for and will only
be eligible for transportation when attending such
schools. Transportation policies were also
modified with regard to transportation that will be
provided between North Bay and Almaguin region
of the Board.

Annual detailed Transportation expenditures can be found in Appendix IX.
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School Operations
The School Operations budget contains the
custodial, operations, and maintenance budgets.
This area is responsible for the physical cleanliness
and operation of all Board-owned facilities. This
planning area has little flexibility in the use of its
funds once staffing constraints, contractual
arrangements, insurance and utilities are
considered.
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Budget composition
The breakdown by major category is as follows:

Expenditure Category
Salaries & Benefits
Supplies & Services incl. Utilities
School Renewal – R & M
Contracts & Supplies
Staff Development
Rental and Other
Total Facility Services

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

8,168,013
4,203,018
97,497
1,571,854
9,001
62,471

7,940,857
4,415,246
160,029
1,680,736
15,620
39,169

14,111,854

14,251,657

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates
8,249,018
4,393,300
283,857
1,792,169
8,600
52,265
14,779,209

2015/2016
Estimates
7,641,451
4,322,300
283,857
1,784,902
8,600
73,505
14,114,615

Reduction in Salaries & Benefits is attributable to
reductions in staffing this year.
Utilities can be unpredictable and the Board
closely monitors them throughout the year. Prices
are subject to fluctuation as well as weather
patterns that creates a risk to the Board. School
Operations expenditure envelope is under
immense pressures given the excess capacity and
new funding reforms.
Annual detailed Facility Services expenditures can
be found in Appendix X.
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Instruction
Instruction is the academic instruction of the Board
and is the largest portion of the overall budget.
72.5% of the budget is related to instructional
supports to the classroom including salaries and
benefits of teaching and support staff, which
directly benefit students. Support staff includes
educational assistants, ECEs, PSSP support staff,
library and guidance, principals and viceprincipals, school office support staff, coordinators,
and lead teachers as well as Continuing Education.

102,000,000.0

82,000,000.0

Instruction encompasses the following areas of
instruction and support:














Classroom Teachers;
Supply Teachers;
Educational Assistants;
Early Childhood Educators;
IT/ET technological supports
Instructional Budgets and Resources;
PSSP professional staff support;
PSSP IT/ET staff supports;
Library and Guidance Services;
Principals and Vice-Principals;
School Office supports;
Coordinator and Curriculum supports
Continuing Education

The focus for the upcoming year includes continued
work with regard to improving Student
Achievement, promoting Well-Being, Equity and
Inclusion and integrating technology into the
classroom to support Technological Learning in the
21st Century as well as introducing new curriculum
as delivered from the Ministry of Education.

62,000,000.0

42,000,000.0

22,000,000.0

2,000,000.0
20122013
Actual

20132014
Actual

201420142015
2015
Revised Estimates
Estimates

-18,000,000.0
Continuing Education
School Office
Dept Head Allowances
Library & Guidance
Technology
Eas and ECEs
Classroom Teachers

Coordinators
Principals & VPs
Staff Development
PSSP & IT Technicians
Textbooks & Resources
Supply Teachers
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Expenditure Category
Classroom Teachers
Supply Teachers
Educational Assistants/ECE
Textbooks and Resources
IT Technology / Computers
PSSP/IT Technicians
Library & Guidance
Staff Development
Dept Head Allowances
Principals/Vice-Principals
School Office
Coordinators &Curriculum
Continuing Education
Total Instructional

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

68,738,486
2,357,026
9,608,018
2,727,821
1,319,049
4,888,604
2,063,106
1,272,709
170,844
6,608,175
3,863,585
1,877,507
790,186
106,285,116

66,276,881
2,788,772
10,018,587
2,847,518
1,140,814
4,824,954
1,835,613
1,324,252
153,260
6,527,540
3,679,473
2,103,012
758,505
104,279,181

67,271,462
1,984,327
9,977,130
3,249,936
1,239,442
4,756,921
1,855,755
1,112,547
149,286
6,331,708
3,677,145
2,206,823
669,511
104,481,993

65,748,120
1,984,638
10,525,956
3,140,702
1,314,191
4,455,504
1,695,646
469,325
147,574
5,959,646
3,648,982
2,992,804
660,190
102,743,278

Classroom Teachers is salary and benefits for all elementary and secondary teaching staff.
It is noteworthy to mention that in the 2013-14 Actuals per Financial Statements, expenditures for classroom
teachers are reduced from other years due to Memorandums of Understanding which required unpaid days
during the school year as well as movement on the salary grids would only occur on the 97th day in the school
year. Effective September 2014, a 2% salary differential was also eliminated for elementary teachers.
Included in Supply Teachers for 2012-13 and 2013-14 are release costs associated with external EPO
funding as well as federation release costs which are reimbursed to the Board and included annually in Other
Revenues.
Educational Assistants and Early Childhood Educators (ECEs) are for salary and benefits for these employee
groups. The reduction that is reflected in 2014-15 Revised Estimates as compared to 2015-16 Estimates is
attributable to planned expenditure not reflected in Revised Estimates for additional supports for our system
and early learners.
Textbooks and Resources budget supports the following:
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 Instructional budgets to schools. Instructional budgets have been adjusted to reflect any decline in
enrolment. What will be important is the distribution of instructional budgets to the schools in that it is
no longer viable to simply allocate resources to schools based on each school’s proportionate share of
enrolment. Careful consideration will be taken to ensure that the Board’s smaller schools receive
adequate instructional budgets;
 Library services resources and subscriptions;
 Support for annual inspections and repairs and maintenance;
 School advertising;
 Special Education SEA equipment purchases;
 Team travel and late bussing;
 Centralized Coordinator learning resources;
 Specialist High Skills Major program supports;
 Me-to-We program supports;
 IB (International Baccalaureate) program supports;
 Self-contained classes purchases and equipment;
 Trustee Initiative Fund
 Supplies and services for Section 23 classrooms;
 Classroom Support Centre resources.
With regard to Staff Development such professional development expenditures relating to Student Success and
Program dollars still need to be reviewed and allocated to proper expenditure categories of Texts and
Learning Materials, Staff Development as current allocations are residing in Coordinators and Curriculum
expenditure envelope.
Coordinators and Curriculum are responsible for curriculum planning and school effectiveness with the budget
primarily comprised of salaries and benefits of support staff, coordinators (including externally funded
coordinator positions), Principal of Special Education, Principal of Library, Literacy and Numeracy, Principal of
Secondary Curriculum, Section 23 Liaison and five Vice-Principal positions for Teaching and Learning. Also
included in this expenditure envelope are Superintendents of Student Success and School Effectiveness
Framework which are 100% funded through the Learning Opportunity Grant Allocation of the GSN. Such
services ensure that curriculum adheres to Ministry guidelines which can be a challenge given the many
initiatives required and the limited resources available.
Continuing Education delivers academic and interest courses as well as language development for newcomers
to Canada. Continuing Education is funded through the Grants for Student Needs as well as Ministry of
Citizenship and Immigration and Ministry of Universities and Colleges. The amount provided though the GSN
is a reduced rate compared to regular day school rate.
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Special Education
Special Education provides support to all students, with special emphasis on those with an Individual Education
Plan. The Ministry requires that Special Education funding can only be spent on Special Education needs. Any
surplus, if applicable, must be carried forward to be spent on future special education costs. The Board has
historically experienced a shortfall with respect to special education funding compared to student needs. As
opposed to saying we overspent, we are only serving the needs of our student population and in doing so we
are actually underfunded to serve those needs. Although the Near North’s student population is decreasing
along with provincial grants, special needs of students are not decreasing, in fact they are increasing. With
full implementation now of Kindergarten, these young learners are identifying additional supports that are
needed in light of not being identified at these young ages.
The Board model of inclusion ensures that each learner will get the support they need to be successful in the
most appropriate classroom placement considering the regular classroom first.
The Special Education Per Pupil Amount (SEPPA) is based entirely on enrolment and does not have a direct
correlation to the number of students who need special education program services, therefore while the
Board’s overall enrolment is declining, the number of students requiring additional supports of special
education services does not decline at the same rate, if not continuing to grow year-by-year.
In prior years the concern that has been expressed is the concern that the High Needs Allocation (HNA) is
subject to reduction annually for declining enrolment factor. This is an area of concern given these are
students with significant needs of special education supports.
In 2015-2016 the Board will be in its second year of four-year reform where Ministry has begun to phase-out
both the legacy HNA per-pupil amounts and the transitional HNA Stabilization support which will be replaced
with a new HNA funding approach. The HNA allocations will be phased-out over the next four years. Given
we are in the second year of reform, the Board will receive 50% funding under the old model and 50%
funding under the new model as it pertains to HNA allocations. The HNA allocations will be replaced through
both HNA Measures of Variability Amount (MOV) and the Special Education Statistical Prediction Model
(SESPM). This funding approach is intended to reflect the variation among boards with respect to students
with special education needs and the ability of boards to meet those needs. Staff will need to monitor and
be responsive to this implementation over the next two years.
For the Near North District School Board this represented a decline in funding for HNA in the amount of
$312,937 (note however that the HNA allocation is further subject to declining enrolment). Overall when
comparing funding received in prior year within the GSN for Special Education, Special Education grants
have declined $613,065. In order to best serve our students, individuals’ needs are assessed and supports
are put into place that focuses on Individual Education Plans and abilities.
If the past year as well as 2015-2016 Special Education allocation is any indication of the next two years of
transitioning to new reform of how Special Education is funded, this will become an extreme challenge for the
Board to sustain the supports that are currently in place and best serve the special needs of our students.
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Expenditure Category
Classroom Teachers
Educational Assistants
PSSP Professional Staff
PSSP Supplies & Services
Resources and Equipment
Staff Development
Coordinators & Curriculum
Section 23 Supports
Total Special Education
Allocation for Self-Contained
Spec. Education Incremental Cost

2014/2015
Staff FTE

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Staff FTE

2015/2016
Estimates

74.664
171.50
16.00

7,171,671
7,722,015
1,948,444
177,652
525,829
63,275
374,792
1,641,811

74.664
171.50
16.00

7,164,187
8,094,710
1,257,199
124,171
466,708
94,274
376,104
1,421,333

3.00
15.00

3.00
15.00

19,625,489
(886,642)
18,738,847

18,998,686
(902,234)
18,096,452

Special Education Grants

17,665,325

17,052,260

Over Expenditure/Under Funding

(1,073,522)

(1,044,192)
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Appendix II:
Overview of Revenue Types
The Board has limited sources of funding available. The main sources of funding with a brief explanation are
as follows:
Grants for Student Needs (GSN)
GSN revenue is the main funding source for the Board which comes from the Ministry of Education. It is
calculated based on formulas associated with average daily student enrolment (ADE), square footage, and
salary and benefits benchmarks. There are 20 grants that comprise the overall GSN.
Targeted Grants – External EPO Grants
Examples are Ministry of Education grants and Language Instruction for Newcomers (LINC), which are outside
the GSN and are provided to address a particular government initiative. These grants may be a one-time
grant or may continue for several years. Generally, the Ministry will pilot funding through a targeted grant
and will move the funding into the GSN if it is deemed to be a permanent initiative. A full list of Targeted
Grants – External EPO Grants received by the board can be found in Appendix IV.
Local Municipal Taxation
Local Municipal Taxation is a component of cash flow for education funding that is generated by the collection
of property taxes from residential and commercial properties within the Near North District School Board
jurisdiction. The Board does not have any control over the calculation or collection of these funds.
Tuition fees
Tuition fees consist of fees from First Nation students as well as some, where determinable, international
students.
Other revenues
Other revenues refer to all other revenue received by the Board. These amounts are not a significant source
of funding and are comprised largely of revenues from other school boards for shared facilities and
secondments.
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Appendix III:
Overview of Expenditure Types
The Board must follow the Ministry of Education guidelines when classifying expenditures. The Board typically
reports and structures its expenditures on these categories:
Salaries and benefits
Salaries and benefit expenditures refer to the cost for all staff and Trustees. These costs are based on
collective agreements, legislation, memorandums of understanding, terms and conditions of employment, and
employment contracts. Benefits refer to both legislated deductions such as EI, CPP, EHT, and also to benefit
programs undertaken by the Board such as OMERS, Employee Assistance Program and health and dental
costs. Salaries and benefit expenditure also include amortization of Employee Future Benefits – Retirement
Gratuities which has a remaining 5.6 years to be amortized.
Capital and Debt
Capital and debt expenditures include amortization on assets and interest charges the Board must pay on
long term debt.
School operations and maintenance
School operations and maintenance expenditures consist of the costs related to custodial, school operations,
and maintenance for all sites as well as rental costs for facilities.
Student Transportation
Student transportation expenditures relates to the costs associated with transporting eligible students between
their home and school. Incorporated into this cost is the administration of the transportation consortium with
Nipissing-Parry Sound Student Transportation Services.
Supplies
Supply expenditures are related to educational learning materials such as textbooks and any other classroom
materials required to teach or for administrative purposes.
Fees and contracts
Fees and contracts consist of external services required by the Board to meet obligations such as audit, legal,
professional and software fees and contracts.
Utilities
Utility expenditures relate to the costs to operate all Board owned buildings, such as electricity, heat, water
and sewage.
Technology
Technology expenditures are related to educational information technology for both students and staff.
Staff Development
Staff development expenditures are costs associated with providing internal and external professional
development to staff.
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Appendix IV:
Targeted Grants - External EPO Grants
The following Targeted Grants will be received by the Board for the 2015-2016 school year as per 2015:B8
2015-2016 School Year Education Programs – Other (EPO) Funding in Addition to Grants for Student Needs
on March 26, 2015 as well as other externally confirmed EPO Grants:

Grant title

Amount

Autism Supports and Training
Collaborative Inquiry for Learning – Math
Community Use of Schools - Outreach Coordinators
Community Use of Schools – Priority Schools
Early Years Leads
K-12 System Implementation and Monitoring (SIM)
- Regional Network Sessions
Learning for All K-12 Regional Projects
Library Staff Investment
MISA Local Capacity
Small and Northern Boards Mathematics
Student Success – Building Capacity for Effective and
Differentiated Instruction
Student Success School and Cross Panel Teams Supporting Transitions and Innovative Practices
Student Work Study
System Implementation and Monitoring (SIM) Ontario Focused Intervention Partnership (OFIP)
Technology and Learning Fund
Technology Enabled Learning and Teaching Contact
Well Being: Safe Accepting and Healthy Schools and
And Mental Health
Sub-Total
Other External Grants:
Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program (OYAP)
Adult Basic Literacy (ABL)
Adult ESL (English as a Second Language)
Renewal of French as a Second Language
French Language Monitor Program
Student Success Support Initiative (SSSI)

$15,148
45,000
69,600
34,000
84,960
25,000
17,885
101,615
38,280
117,838
58,201
14,010
130,000
185,000
300,631
105,000
49,545
$1,391,713
108,217
148,956
88,836
55,261
37,000
60,000
$1,889,983
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Appendix V:
Executive Limitation EL-6 –
Budgeting and Financial Planning
Policy Statement:
Financial Planning for any fiscal year or the remaining part of any fiscal year shall not deviate materially
from board’s Ends priorities, risk fiscal jeopardy or fail to be derived from a multi-year plan.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement by the following list, the Director of Education shall
not allow budgeting that:
1. Fails to include credible projection of revenues and expenses, separation of capital and operational
items, cash flow and subsequent internal audit controls and disclosure of planning assumption.
2. Does not provide comparative data relating to prior period expenditures and budget.
3. Fails to provide funds as determined annually by the Board for the Board’s direct use during the
year, such as costs of fiscal audit, Board development, Board and committee meetings and Board
legal fees.
4. Fails to include opportunity for input on a regional basis from stakeholders including Special
Education Advisory Committee and others.
5. Fail to place the budget on the board’s agenda for final review.
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Appendix VI:
Capital Budget Components
Long term debt
Long term debt refers to interest charges relating to the long term debt held by the Board. This interest
included in the budget is based on known debt at the time of preparation. New debt is based on annual debt
issues from the Ministry for any capital projects which are substantially complete. The Ministry has assumed all
Board approved capital projects and therefore these interest costs are covered with an offsetting grant.
Although it is anticipated that the Board will participate in the March 2016 OFA (Ontario Financing Authority)
request for debenturing debt to finance remaining Good Places to Learn expenditures as well as to long-term
finance capital costs associated with the construction of Parry Sound Public School, it is not known at this point
in time the principal and interest amounts that will be financed. Accordingly, the 2015-2016 Budget only
contains known interest payments for existing obligations.
Minor tangible capital assets (mTCA)
The capital budget contains depreciation on assets held by the Board such as buildings and equipment. mTCA
refers to all assets with the exception of building construction and renovations. The most significant assets
within this classification are computers, vehicles and small equipment. Once assets are identified, depreciation
is estimated as well as the offsetting deferred capital contributions funding source. The Board must set aside
operating funds in order to cover the cost of the ongoing depreciation for such assets.
Building construction – additions and renovations
Buildings are the largest asset the Board holds. This portion of the capital budget is determined by Ministry
approved projects and smaller projects the Board may elect to undertake using renewal funding. The Plant
department, based on conditional assessments attempts to determine viable projects.
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Appendix VII:
Capital and Debt Detail
2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

Amortization of Assets
Debt interest

6,154,440
1,848,532

6,381,729
2,144,513

6,807,425
2,140,958

7,187,545
2,064,321

Total Expenditures

8,002,972

8,526,242

8,948,383

9,251,866

Expenditure Category
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Appendix VIII:
Administration Detail
2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

Salaries and benefits
Legal and audit fees
Office supplies & photocopying
Phone expenses
Interest expense & Bank Charges
Professional development/Memberships
Trustee expenses
HR department & arbitration expenses
Travel expenses
IT Fees, maintenance, network costs
Marketing and advertising
Contractual Services
Memberships and subscriptions
Office Administration Accommodation
Miscellaneous

3,053,920
209,892
45,056
99,743
6,926
57,507
124,910
37,109
33,206
212,333
27,309
39,963
31,295
115,922
110,696

3,038,491
164,152
47,366
104,015
5,982
41,570
126,563
36,811
20,894
209,129
26,755
50,207
31,295
135,333
21,413

3,287,222
139,800
55,050
112,400
11,000
18,200
119,300
40,150
28,900
188,107
27,500
66,800
32,000
137,966
36,327

3,056,709
188,000
59,550
109,100
13,000
33,500
118,351
60,900
38,300
290,036
30,000
45,850
34,000
137,366
22,689

Total Expenditures

4,205,787

4,059,976

4,300,722

4,237,351

Expenditure Category

One seconded position as compared to two seconded positions in the prior year included in salaries and
benefits with offsetting revenue included in revenues. Further there has also this year been a reallocation of
IT staff between PPSP support services and administrative function which is a function of business
administration. The Executive Officer position which is funded through various grants is included in salaries
and wages for 12 months commencing 2014-2015 as opposed of only nine (9) months in 2013-2014.
Increases in expenditures are noted in such expenses as professional development, legal fees, arbitration
costs, travel and accommodation.
Memberships and subscriptions have been modified to more accurately reflect new fees model for Board
membership in OPSBA.
Contractual services decreased significantly as new software was purchased for school-generated funds in the
2013-2014 with first time implementation costs which are no longer applicable.
Miscellaneous category includes but is not limited to costs associated with purging of files for records
management, small capital purchases, courier costs, parent involvement funding and retirement dinner/Hearts
& Flowers. Included in prior year expenses was $15,000 for election costs.
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Appendix IX:
Transportation
Expenditure Category
Home-to-School Bus Transportation
Home to School – Special Purpose Vehicle
Summer School Transportation
Safety Programs
Bus Monitors & Commissioners
Fuel Escalation Payments (funded)
Salaries & benefits
Administrative Operating Expenses
Late Bussing and Team Travel
Harmonized Sales Tax (after rebate)
Miscellaneous Expense (Revenue)
Total Expenditures

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

9,214,086
534,518
19,083
26,085
220,592
407,909
162,578
19
228,277
3,958
10,817,105

9,419,787
483,418
46,096
20,805

9,294,339
580,000
50,125
5,000
215,000
404,212
193,363
213,285
10,955,324

9,301,000
520,000
75,000
155,000
425,137
201,476
212,112
4,659
10,894,384

409,210
145,716
211,686
10,736,718

For the 2015-2016 Estimates as well as 2014-15 Revised Estimates, costs associated with fuel escalation
funding and expenses are included in cost estimates (2015-16 - $155,000 and 2014-15 Revised Estimates
$215,000) as well as additional revenues associated with inclement weather days.
Although contracts with bus and taxi operators expired in 2014; in May 2013 NPSSTS was able to negotiate
a two-year contract (2014-15 and 2015-16) plus two optional year extensions (2016-17 and 2017-18)
which will provide stability to allow NPSSTS to concentrate its efforts on policy and efficiency reviews.
The NNDSB has also reviewed its transportation policies to identify efficiencies that will assist the Board in
managing its transportation costs. In 2013-2014 the Board has modified its transportation policies with
regard to out-of-zone eligibility for elementary students and day care policies with the expectation that
students need to attend the schools they are zoned for and will only be eligible for transportation when
attending such schools. Transportation policies were also modified with regard to transportation that will be
provided between North Bay and Almaguin region of the Board.
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Appendix X:
School Operations
Expenditure Category
Salaries and benefits
Utilities – electricity
Utilities - natural gas, oil & propane
Utilities - water and sewage
Custodial and maintenance supplies
Snow removal
Insurance
Travel and vehicle expenses
Security & hazardous waste removal
Waste removal
Furniture and equipment – R & M
School Renewal (R & M non-capital)
Office supplies and phone expenses
Staff development and membership fees
Professional fees & contractual services
Rental, IT Expenses & miscellaneous
Total Expenditures

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014
Actual

2014/2015
Revised
Estimates

2015/2016
Estimates

8,644,637
1,964,956
879,151
277,647
896,813
535,180
322,030
110,775
30,151
167,354
29,327
97,497
33,629
9,001
473,948
116,382
14,588,478

7,940,857
2,052,586
999,256
286,999
919,875
653,068
308,289
106,296
37,750
165,741
15,669
160,028
28,439
15,620
497,956
63,228
14,251,657

8,249,018
1,690,000
1,030,000
300,000
1,060,000
500,000
299,238
137,300
90,000
245,000
75,000
283,857
48,500
8,600
635,000
127,696
14,779,209

7,641,451
1,700,000
1,010,000
300,000
1,060,000
500,000
255,960
148,800
90,000
245,000
75,000
283,857
48,500
8,600
635,000
112,447
14,114,615
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Increases in Travel and Vehicle Expenses to recognize increased travel associated with Project Manager and
Capital Construction projects.
Increases in Equipment – R & M to reflect increases to cover specialized custodial and field maintenance
equipment costs.
Rental, IT Expenses and Miscellaneous includes expenditures budgeted for rentals, IT charges and disability
management related to School Operations, rental of accommodations for Parry Sound Alternative learning,
maintenance shop operating expenses.
Included in Professional Fees & Contractual Services are monies budgeted for transitioning schools due to
Accommodation Review process or consolidation of schools into newly constructed facilities.
Effective with the 2014-2015 year the Ministry has revised accountability mechanisms for some specific areas
of GSN funding including creation of new “envelope” to monitor the amount of School Renewal that can be
spent on renewal activity that is operating in nature. For the 2015-16 school year this is limited to $283,857.
This was calculated by the Ministry by taking an average of the last three (3) years actual expenditures and
adding 5%.
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